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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

Great advances were made in the field of plasticity during the 1940 1 s 
a~1d 1950's, and the development of the smoll deformation theory was essentially 
completed by the end of this period. However, solutions were then available 
only for a very limited number of simplified problems. 1~e analysis of rr.ore 
co::iplex problems was not possible until the advent of the electronic: co:nputer 
made numerical solution procedures practicable, The finite element method, 
which origim:illy wo.s applied to lincur elastic syi:items, has proven also to pro
vide one of the most effective numerical formulations for problems involving 
non-linear material behavior. Elasto-plastic finite element analyses have 
now been made of nearly every basic type of structural system, including plates, 
axisynmetric shells and solids, and r;eneral three - dimensional solids. 
References 1-6 are typical of the many papers describing such analyses. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the formulation and application 
of a hie.hly efficient finite element for the analysis of elasto-plastic plates 

subjected simultaneously to in-plane and out-of-plane forces. Consideration is 
given here ouly to the incorporation of non-linear material effects in the 
analysis; however, the formulation could be extended without any essential 
difficulty to account for the non-linear effects of large displacements at the 
same time. 

The organization of this paper follows the sequence of steps involved in 
the formulation of the finite element procedure. Consideration is given 
first to the constitutive law ·which exnresses the non-linear relat:i.on between 
stresses and strains. In this work, the Prandtl-Reuss flow theory[7J, which 
assu~es the increment of plastic strains to be proportional to the corresponding 
deviatoric stress components, is adopted because it seems the most consistent 
concept both mathematically and physically. 

The next step in the formulation is establishing the strain distribution. 
This is the essential step of the finite element method end is embodied in the 
selection of the element displacerr.ent interpolation functions. Two tY})es of 

displacement functions are employed in the quadrilateral element developed 
here: (1) the transverse bending displacements are expressed by the linear 
curvat~Jcompatible interpolation functions derived for the Q-19 plate bending 
element , (2) the in-plane displacements are expressed bi the bilinear 
interpolations of the plane isoparametric element family[9J. The integration 
procedures used in computing the element stiffness have been modified from those 
of the cited references, however, in order to account for the variation of 
material properties within the element as a function of· the strains. 

The last step in the analysis is the formulation and solution of the 
equations of equilibrium. These equations reflect the non-linearity of the 
material properties, of course, and are solved in this work by an incrementul 
tangent stiffness procedure. This approach hos been selected in preference to 
the "initial stress" or "initial strain" methods because of its general reliability 
and its compatibility with the incremental flow theory of plasticity. (Com
parisons between the two methods are presented in References 3, 6 and 10). 
Tl:e efficiency of the entire solution process is demonstrated by a series of 
examples at the end of the paper. 
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SECTION II 

GOVEHNii'IG .MA'l'ERIAL RELATIONS 

Basic Assumptions and r.:aterial Laws 

A short outline of the derivations leading to the mathematical expressions 
for the incremental stress-strain relationship will be given in the following. 
Proofs and details will not be included; more complete derivations may be 
found in References 3, 7,11 and 12. 

This derivation is based on three major assumptions. The first assumption 
is that the elastic and plastic strains may be additively decomposed 

(1) 

where E and P denote "elastic " and "plastic" respectively. Eoth stresses and 
strains are referred to a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system. The strains 
are assumed to be infinitesimal (in fact, Equation 1 is not valid for finite 
strains). The plastic part of the strains is postulated to be incompressible: 

= 0 (2) 

'Ihe second major assumption is that there exists a loading function f 
in 9-dimensional stress-space: f = 0 at time t constitutes the yield criterion 
at that time, f > 0 is inadoissible. As it turns out that f is a function 

of 0 .. and c:., three different loading conditions from a plastic state (f = 0) 
resul.~ l.J 

c1f 
. < 0 O'ij (during unloading) 

ocrij 

ar . = 0 O'ij (during neutral loading) (3) 

ooij 

of 
. 

>0 O'ij (during loading) 

ooiJ 

The dot denotes time differentiation. 

The material is further assumed to be stable as defined by Drucker[llJ. 
Drucker's postulate has three important implications, namely "convexity". 
"consistency" and "normality". iio::-mality implies that at a recular point of 
the loading surface f = O, the vector deP. 1 is in the direction of the outward 
normal to the yield surface (in stress spl~e), so that 

(4) 
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d\ is s. non-negative scalar. When the material obeys the von tases yield 
criterion (as will be assur.ied here), the flow rule of Eq. 4 is equivalent 
to the Prandtl-Reuss equation. By virtue of Eq. 4, the loadinc function 
plays the role of a plostic pptential. f remains zero when going from one 
plastic state to another, hence 

( 5) 

T'ne initial yield criterion (von 1'lises) and the loading function are given by 

f=cr-T=cr -k ./3 =O (6) 
0 0 0 

where Tis the initial yield stress in uniaxial tension, k is the yield stress 
0 - 0 

in pure shear and a is the equivalent stress given by 

a= JIJ; (7) 

,in which J
2 

is the second deviatoric-stress invariant and sij the deviatoric
stress components. 

Further, it is assumed that the material exhibits an isotropic hardening 
behavior (Fig. 1). Tnis implies a uniform expansion of the initial yield 
surface. The hardening is measured according to the plastic strain hypothesis 
(which is here equivalent to work hardening) and the yield criterion for sub
sequent yielding becomes 

(8) 

-P H is a function of the•equivalent plastic strain c which is the integral of 

d°! = 4 {deij (9) 
.J 

As will be seen later, H = aH is of special interest and is easily obtainable -P 
0€ 

from a uniaxial tension text curve, as shown in Fig. 2: 

l = 1 - l (10) 
H' ET E 

Em is the tangent modulus. 
I l 

General Constitutive Eauations 

The fpllowin& relation can be derived from Hooke's law and Equations l, 
4, 5 and 8Lll, 12 J: 
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where 

- 9 sij skl 
_2 I 

2a (H + 3µ) 
I 

In Eq. l2, µ is Lame 's constant given by 

E µ = 
-2 (..-1-+-v ..... )-

where vis Poissons ratio. 

,(ll) 

(12) 

(13) 

The incremental stress-strain relationship is now easily obtained as follows: 

(14) 

in which 

_2 ' 
a (H + 3µ) 

(15) 

represents the incre~ental stress-strain relation; it is syr.i..~etric in form. 
E ... ,, represents Hooke's law for elastic defor~ations. Enuation 15 is valid 

l.J:w. - "l. 

cetweer. two consecutive plastic states. According to the loading criterion 
Eq. 3, when 

a < H (16) 

or 

a = H and s . . d €. . < O 
l.J l.J 

(17) 

the last term of Eq. 15 should be neglected and only Hooke's law remains. 

A more general incremental relationship may be found in the book by Hill[7J. 
Tne isotropic strain hardening law that has been utilized here has some sr.ort
co~ines for repeated or cyclic loading because it does not account for the so
called Bauschinger effect. However, an expression si:nilar to ~q. 15 based on 
the kinematic hardenine law can also be obtained without much difficulty. 

Reduction to Plane Stress 

Having the application to plates in mind, the special case will be considered 
in which 

= dcr. = 0 
l. 3 

i = 1, 2, 3 (18) 
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and o.lso 

de; = de; = 0 (19) 
13 23 

Tne only non-vanishinG terms of the incremental constitutive relation therefore 
become ,. 

do C C C C de; 
l l l l l l l 1 :a :a 1 l 1 :a l 1 3 3 l l 

dcr C C C C de; (20) 2 2 2 2 1 l :a 2 2 2 2 2 1 :a 2 2 3 3 2 :a 
= 

do C C C C 2de: 
l 2 1 2 1 l 1 2 2 2 1 2 l 2 1 2 3 3 1 2 

do C C C C de; 
3 3 3 3 1 l 3 3 2 2 3 3 l 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Remembering that do = 0, a condensed relation Dis obtained, the elements 
3 3 

of which are given by 

D = C mn mn 
4 4 

m = 1, 2, 3 

n = 1, 2, 3 (21) 

where the indices of C now refer to rows and columns of the matrix defined in 
Eq. 20. J:;ur.-.erically, it is more efficient to evaluate the elements of D by 
Eq. 21 rather than to employ explicit expressions for each element as suggested 
by Yamada[13). 

Now using matrix symbols, the stress-strain relation becomes 
I 

do = D de; - E de;E (22) 

where Eis Hooke's law for plane stress and do and de; contain the three first 
elements of the vectors in Eq. 20. 

Using Eq. 
ment yields 

land solving Eq. 22 with respect to the plastic strain incre-

d/ = A de; (23) 

where 

A = I - FD (24) 

Here, I is the unit matrix and Fis the inverse of E. A is generally not 
symmetric, even though F and Dare. 

The matrices D and A will have to be formed repeatedly for all integra
tion points when using the finite element method. 
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S:C:CTION III 

FirHTE ELEr·.fE~IT EC.UATIONS 

General Increl':icnto.l Stiffness i•latrix 

The prin~iple of virtual work can be derived directly from the equilibrium 
equations for a solid and is valid regardless of material behuvior. By applying 

I 
this prin~iple to a finite elerrent, the following work equation arises 

T s. =J deT dV (25) du. a 
J. J. 

V 

where S. and u. are the nodal forces and the corresponding displacements. 
a1 are th! e and strains and stresses over the volume of the element. 

Two configurations of the body during deformation, denoted 1 and 2, will 
now be considered. Assuming thet these two configurations are "close" to 
each other aqd writing the virtual work expression for each configuration, 
the following incremental equation is obtained by subtraction 

t::.S. = kI 1::.ui J. 
(26) 

where 

t::.Si = q s~ 
J. 

l::.Ui = u2 - ul 
i i 

(28) 

The incremental stiffness matrix in Eq. 26 is expressed as follows, 

=J (29) 
V 

in which the strain interpolation matrix B defines the relation between nodal 
displacements and internal strains 

(30) 

l'iote that small displacements are assumed, so that the same strain matrix 
applies to both configurations. The matrix C represents the stress-strain 

I::. 
relationship for the increment between Configurations 1 and 2. In general, the 
nu~erical value of C will not be known because it depends on the stress path 

I::. \ 
from 1 to 2, thus an approximate value will have to be used in numerical 
cc=pu~a~ions. Tne simples~ approxi~ation would be the val~e of Cat Configura
tion l; better accuracy but at the cost of greater computing effort would result 
from a "mean value" found by a higher order computational scheme. 
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Incrcrr.ental Plate Stiffnezs 

By introducins the usual restrictionz on the displacement field, as stated 
in the Kirchhoff theory for plate bending, and mukinG use of the incremental 
rel~tionship between plane stress and strain described above, the incremental 
sti;.'fness matrix can be specialized for a plate elee;ent. T'ne Kirchhoff hypo
thesis limits the strains to only three components, €x' ~y' Ax.y' which vo.ry 

linearly through the thickness. The coordinate system used is shown in Fig. 3. 

The displacements will now be separated into two groups: the in-plane 
displacements defined by 

(31) 

and the out-of-plane displacement 

(32) 
• 

where ¢v and ¢ware the interpolation polynomials and vi and wi are associated 

nae.al point 
the strains 
matrices B 

V 

€ 

parameters. By appropriate differentiation of these e~uations, 
can now be found, expressed in terms of two strain interpolation 
and B, as follows. 

w 

€x 
= [ Bv I. ] 

vi 
= I zB 

I W 

€y 
I ... 
I 

(33) 

Yxy W. 
l. 

F.ence, a partitioned incremental stiffness matrix for the plate is obtained by 
substitution into Eq. 29. 

kI = kV k I 

vw __ .,L ___ 

T I 
kvw I k 

I 
w 

( 34) 

in which the submatrices 

k r BT r· T 
D B dA = D B dV =· jB 

V { V _b, V A V l l V 
( 35) 

~ BT DA B dV = r BT D dA k = z B 
V'W V W A V l :a w ( 36) 

k = J z2 BT D B dV = r BT D B dA 'W V "W ti. w .i "W :a:a 'W 
( 37) 

I 
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represent the in-plane, coupled, and out-of -plane behavior, respectively. 
D~ is the incremental constitutive equation for plane stress defined in E~ . 21. 
Thus it is seen that the plate "constitutive relations" are obtained by 
integration through the plate thickness 

D 
1 1 , D 

1 :a 
= £ z DI:, dz , D 

a a 

Out-of-Plane Interpolation Functions 

The Q-19 plate bending interpolation f~ctions that .have been adopted 
here already have been described completelyl~], and only the main concepts 
of their development need be repeated for the present purpose. As is shown 
in Fig. 4, the Q-19 quadrilateral element is assembled fro~ four triangle 
elerr.cnts ; t he coordinates of node 5 of the quadrilateral are the averages 

(38) 

of ~he coordinate of the corner nodes. An elerr.ent similar to these triangles, 
an LCCT-12 (linear curvature compatible triangle with 12 OOF) is shown in 
=ore detail in Fig. 5. Tnis triangle is divided into three subdomains, each 
having complete cubic polynomial expansions expressed by natural (tria~gular) 
coordinates for the entire triangle. By matching the deflections and rota
tions for all three subtriangles at the centroid O and enforcing continuity 
of slopes between these subtriangles at their midside points, all internal 
OOF can be eliminated. This is a tedious algebraic operation, but the 
resulting interpolation polynomial, which is stated completely in Reference 6, 
is quite simple. 

The LCCT-12 bending triangle ·with 12 DOF can easily be reduced to an 
LCCT-11 triangle by prescribing a kinematic constraint such that the rotation 
at one midside point is set equal to the arithmetic average of the corresponding 
slopes at the adjacent corner nodal points. This results in a slight modifi
cation of the interpolation polynominals of the LCCT-J2 element. 

In-Plane Interpolation Functions 

A set of in-plane displacement functions defined over a general quadrilateral 
do~ain will be needed to develop a "membrane" element consistent with the 
"bending" element. Only two in-plane DOF's at each corner will be 'll;Sed 
here for the sake of simplicity. An isoparametric element of this type 
has been described by Zienkiewicz[9]. 'fue present element has been improved 
somewhat by including two internal interpolation functions associated with 
the displacements at the midpoint and then condensing out these internal 
IX)F's. Tne displacement functions of this element are expressed in the 
natural quadrilateral coordinates. 
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Nu7.erical Intef,ration of the Element Stiffness 

It will be noted in Eqs. 35-38 that the plate stiffness matrix is 
computed by evaluatine integrals involving the constitutive relations, over 
the area and throuch the thickness of the element. Tne inteGration of the 
bending stiffness submatrices (Eq. 35) may be done separately for each of the 
four triangular areas making up the quadrilateral, because the LCCT strain 
interpolations are defined independently in each. Similarly, for the coupled 
nembranc-bending stiffness submatrices (Eq. 36) the integrations may be 
per~ormed for each triangle separately. However, the integration of the 
in-plane stiffness (Eq. 37) is perfonned over the entire quadrilateral 
because the isoparametric interpolation functions apply to the full region. 

In developing the Q-19 bending stiffness for linear elastic materials, 
the area and thickness integrations were performed explicitly, the area 
integration being done in area coordinates. However, a basic problem arises 
in the explicit integration of stiffness matrices which represent non-linear 
material beha~ior: the material properties are not uniform throughout the 
element volu• e. In some non-linear finite element analyses, the variation 
of properties within the element has been expressed by.additional interpolation 
functions, thus making explicit integration possible[l4]. However, this 
approach would be extremely complicated if applied with the Q-19 interpolation 
functions described above. 14oreover, the incremental stress-strain relationship 
frequently is a discontinuous function within the element. 

In the present study, the integration over the area of each LCCT-11 
ben~ing triangle has been replaced by a simple summation of the contributions 
from its three subtriangles. First, the strains and incremental constitutive 
relations are evaluated at the centroid of each subtriangle (defined, for 
example, by area coordinates 4/9, 4/9, 1/9 in subtriangle 3 of Fig. 5). 
Theri it is assun:ed that these local values apply over the entire subtriangle, 
and the stiffness of the entire LCCT-11 element is found from the following 
expression 

A 3 ( ·)T (j) ( ·) 
= 6 BJ D BJ 

3 j=l WC 22 WC 
(39) 

in which the superscript identifies the subtriangle and the subscript c 
indicates that th~ quantities are evaluated at its centroid. The constitutive 
relation matrix D~~J is evaluated by integration through the element thickness 

at the centroid of element "j", but instead of using the explicit exp:::-ession 
of Eq. 38 the computation is performed by Gauss quadrature. Generally an 11-
point scheme is used; however, only half of the points need be considered 
in the case of pure bending or if the material is linear elastic because of 
s;yr.unetry about the mid-plane. 

The stiffness k of the complete Q-19 element is formed by assemblinB 
the four LCCT-11 tri~ngles. If there is no coupling stiffness, the internal 
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DOF muy be condensed out e.t this sta~e resulting in a 12 OOF q_ucdrilateral. 
Althouch this intq:;ration Gcheme appears quite cruci.e, it is Gurprisint;;ly 
effecti\·e because each quadrilateral is represented ·oy 12 sub-ureas. As a 
der.,onstro.tion of the element efficiency, a square simply supported plate sub
jected to uniform pressure was analyzed using a 2 by 2 quadriluteral mesh for 
one quarter of the plate. The central deflection obtained from the numerically 
integrated elements was only 0.4 percent greater than that given by ·elements 
integrated exactly. 

The in-plane stiffness of en isoparametric quadrilateral element cenerally 
is inte[_;rated nurr.erically by Go.uss quadrature, using n 2 by 2 ore. 3 by 3 
syst.em of integration :points over the area. This intecration sc1:cme could be 
used with non-linear material properties, e.s well as for the linear elastic 
case. However, in order to evaluate the coupled stiffness submatrices in the 
present study, it is necessary to evaluate the in-plane strain interpolations 
at the same integration points associated with the bendine interpolations. 
Therefore, the in-plane stiffness also is calculated using the same 12 inte
gration poin~s and the same type of summation scheme described for the Q-19 
eler.ient. In this case, the contributions from the 12 subtriangles may be 
superposed directly, thus the in-plane stiffness for the entire quadrilateral 
is given by: 

12 T 
k = '5: A (m) B(m) D(m) B(m) (40) 

V 'm'=l vc ll vc 

in which A(m) represents the area of subtriangle m, and the strain interpo
lations are evaluated at th{ }ubtriangle centroids. As in the bending analysis, 
the constitutive relation D1~ is evaluated numerically at the centroid by 
Gauss quadrature through the thic}rness. However in this case only a single 
point is needed (at mid-depth) unless both non-linear materials and combined 
n:e:nbrane-bending conditions are involved. 

One difficulty is encountered in evaluating the in-plane strains at the 
subtriangle centroids: the isoparametric interpolation functions are expressed 
in quadrilateral coordinates while the subtriangles ar-e defined in triangular 
coorainates. However, noting that the midpoint of the Q-19 element is the same 
as the origin of the s-~ quadrilateral coordinates, the following relations 
may be derived between the two natural coordinate systems on triangle l 
(see Fig. 6): 

(41) 

where C(l) and ,11 ) are area coordinates of triangle l. From these, and the 
t riangu!ar coordinates of the subtriangle centroids, the quadrilateral 
coordinates of these points may be derived for triangle l, as follows: 
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Trian~le Isoparametric 

Subtriangle Centroid ,i1) ,11) ~ r n 

A(l) 4/9 4/9 1/9 0 -8/9 

B(1) 1/9 4/9 4/9 1/3 -5/9 

C(l) 4/9 1/9 4/9 -1/3 -5/9 

Similar relations are easily obtainable for triangles 2, 3, and 4. 

The coupline stiffness submatrix (Eq. 36) will exist only when the element 
has non-linear material properties and it is subjected to both flexural and 
in-plane dcfcrmations. The stiffness contribution of each triangular area 
of the element is obtained from the membrane and bending strain interpolations 
evaluated at the three subtriangle centroids, using the formula 

(43) 

in which the notation is similar to Eq. 40. The constitutive relation matrix 

D~~) is evaluated by integrating the 7~pression of Eq. 38 using 11 point 
Gauss quadrature. In the case when Dil:!J is non-zero, the corresponding 

expressions for nif) and n1i) also require the use of all 11 points in their 

integration. 

T'ne stiffness kV'W' of the complete quadrilateral is obtained by assembling 

the results given by Zq. 43 for the four triangular areas. Then the system 
of four submatrices shown in Eq. 34 (which has dimensions 27 x 27) may be 
reduced to a 20 DOF stiffness matrix by condensing out the s~ven internal 
DOF. The result represents the incremental coupled membrane-bending stiffness 
matrix of the quadrilateral element. 
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SECTION IT 

EXAMPLES 

Connuter Program 

A ~ortran rv computer program was developed according to the previous 
derivations. The main equations associated with this new non-linear 
capability are those of the plasticity theory, Eqs. 1, l2, 15 and l7, and the 
stiffness relations, Eqs. 39, 43 and 45. Other opera~ions are the standard 
ones for the finite · element method. 

In this program the strain-displacerr.ent relationships are computed once 
only and retained during application of the entire sequence of increrr.ental 
loads. The initial load is automatically scaled so that initial yielding 
is obtained at the integration point having the highest equivalent stress. 
The experimental stress-strain curve is identified in the input by a set of 
discretized ,values; linear interpolation is performed for intermediate points. 
If a new state of stress lies outside the current yield surface according 
to the cr - ; diagram (due to the error of increment linearization), the 
stresses are scaled linearly back to the yield surface. 

A few examples are presented in the following to illustrate the capacity 
of this for~ul~tion. 'I"ne non-linear zolutions are based on a simple Euler
Cauchy incremental technique.• This method has certain advantages from a 
co~putational point of view because stress-computation and stiffness formu
lation can be performed simultaneously. 

Simple Beam 
! 

The first example deals with the bending of a simply supported, rectangul.ar 
beam subjected to uniform loading. In order to demonstrate both the bending 
and the membrane capabilities of this eleoent, two different analyses were 
performed - one involving out-of-plane loading, the other loaded in-plane. 
Tne di~ensions of the beam and the two finite element idealizations used are 
shown in Fig. 7. 

The resul s of the two analyses in which the material was assumed to be 
elastic, peri'ectly plastic are plotted in Fig. 8. In this figure, the abscissa 
pis a non-dimensional loading factor for which the unit value corresponds 

to full yielding. ' The ordinate represents the ratio of the current value of 
mid-point deflection to the value at Li.itial yielding. For comparative PUt-"
poses, the results of a closed form solution presented by Prager and HodgeL 15] 
also are plotted in the figure. The good elasto-plastic performance given by 
only four bending elements is evident. On the other hand, 20 membrane elements 
( neglecting symmetry) were required to obtain. similar accuracy because the1se 
ele~ents are not well adapted to representing bending. Figure 8 al.so shows 
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results obtained with the plate bending elements, when a bilinear material 
property is ass~~ed for the beam for which ET= 1/4 E o.:fter yielding. 

Scuare Plate 

Figure 9 shows a square, simply supported plate made of an elastic, 
perfectly plastic material. One quarter of the plate has been idealized by 
2 by 2 and by 4 by 4 meshez. A Graph of the mid-point dcrlection due to a 
uniform pressure also is shown in the figure. 1~e maximum deflection obtained 
in this analysis can be compared with a yield lin~ "ultimate load " analysis 
and an upper bound analysis given by Armen, et a1L4]. 

Zones having three different depths of yielding through the thickness, 
due to a loading factor of p = 0.99, ar~ indicated by different shading 
patterns in Fig. 10. T'ne development of an incipient yield line mechanism 
along the diagonal of the plate is evident. 

~__,P<;:zoidal Plate 

The last results to be discussed are those obtained for the plate of 
trnpezoida1 shape, Fie. 11, subjected to uniform pressure. Again the material 
was assumed to be elastic, perfectly plastic. One half of the plat e was 
idealized by a 4 by 4 mesh, and the pressure was applied in increments equal 
to 10 percent of the initial Y,ield load. The deflection of the midpoint of . 
o'f the free edge through 25 load increments is plotted in Fig. 12. Tne 
deflected shape of the free edge at two different load levels, and the yield 
line theory shape are sketched in Fig. 13; these curves show how the yielding 
process gradually changes the deflection patterns. The extent of the yielding 
determined at three different pressure levels are shown in Figs. 14, 15 and 16, 
which give some idea of the propagation of the yield zones during loading. 

Further details concerning these and several other examples may be found
1 

in Ref. 12. 

Computer Time Requirements 

All computations in the preceding examples were made with a CDC 6400 
computer (65K memory). Tne computer time requireffients for forcing the element 
stiffness for one quadrilateral element consisting of 12 subregions are 
indicated in the following tabulation. 
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Time 
Operation CP secs. 

Incremental stiffness for inelastic plate 

bending element, 11 int. points through 0.170 - 0.330 

thickness 

Incremental stiffness for inelastic membrane 

element 0.125 - 0.160 

Incremental stiffness for combined bending 

~nd ~embrane action, 11 int. points 0.540 - 0.690 

through thickness 

The computer time requirements for performing the analyses of some 
of the p=evious examples are: 

!{o. o_f No. of Time 

Example elements load increments CP secs. 

Inelastic beam, 4 19 24 

bending element 

Inelastic beam, 

bembrane element 

I 10 19 35 

Trapezoidal plate 16 29 171 
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SECTION V 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. TI,e Q-19 bending element may be combined with the linear isoparnmetric , 
membrane element to provide an efficient element for treating coupled 
membrane-bending e:rfects. 

2. Tne area integration required in the ele~ent stiffness evaluation may be 
approximated effectively by summing terms evaluated at the centroids of 
the 12 subtriangles of the Q-19 element. Thickness integrations are 
done most efficiently by Gauss quadrature. 

3. Non-linear analyses may be accol'ilplished efficiently using simple incren:ental 
load analyses based on tancent stiffness defined by the above-mentioned 
intec;ration processes. Experience shows that large coupled membrane
bending problems can be handled with reasonable expenditures of computer 
time. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
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